Novel Coronavirus
Vocabulary and Writing

Novel Coronavirus
Directions
Dear Parents,
We know that these are scary times. We want to help you talk to your kids
about the Coronavirus, making sure that they feel well-informed and
reassured. Here are some tips for using these tools:
• Encourage them to ask questions and express how they feel
• Be honest about what you know and what you don’t know
• Use a soft and reassuring voice when talking about Covid-19
• Do the activity along with your child
• Let them know what you are doing and what they can do to keep your
family safe.
Here is what is included with this packet:
• A Covid-19 vocabulary match activity w/ answer key
• A Covid-19 vocabulary word bank
• A Covid-19 writing activity
Stay safe and healthy.
Best,
Samantha and Vanessa

Novel Coronavirus Word Match

Match the word with the picture or definition
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Novel Coronavirus Word Match

Match the word with the picture or definition
Answer Key
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Novel Coronavirus
Word Bank with Definitions

1: asymptomatic - without symptoms
2. contagious - Able to be passed easily from one person to
another.
3. Containment - the action of keeping something harmful under
control or within limits.
4. contaminate - To harm by contact with something undesirable
5. epidemic - regional outbreak of a disease
6. infectious - contagious
7. isolation - separation from others; aloneness
8. mild - not harsh
9. outbreak - sudden start of something unwelcome
10. pandemic - worldwide epidemic
11. quarantine - isolation to prevent the spread of disease
12. self-quarantine - self-isolation to prevent the spread of
disease
13. severe - harsh
14. symptomatic - being or concerned with a symptom of a
disease

Novel Coronavirus

Use the vocabulary words to write sentences about what
you know about the Coronavirus, how you are feeling
about it, and what questions you have.

I know that _______________________________.

Word Bank

I feel________________________________________.

Asymptomatic
Contagious
Containment
Epidemic
Infectious
Isolation
Mild
Outbreak
Pandemic
Quarantine
Selfquarantine
Severe
Symptomatic

When I hear about____________________, I
feel __________________________________________.
I am worried about _______________________.
What if______________________________________?
How does __________________________________?
How can ___________________________________?
What is _____________________________________?
How _________________________________________?
Why _________________________________________?
When will___________________________________?
Free Write or Draw

